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Abstract 

  In this paper, we present for printed multi-oriented, multi-scaled and noisy Greek 

characters recognition a comparison in terms of precision, rapidity and stability between 

several classifiers which the first one is a probabilistic that is hidden Markov model, the 

second is a neuronal that is Kohonen network or self-organizing maps while the rest of 

other classifiers are based on a combination between these both classifiers and even more 

a statistical method that is K nearest neighbors in their tree different versions which are 

majority voting, weighted distances and fuzzy. For this purpose we have for pre-

processed each character image by the median filter and the thresholding technique, then 

in order to extract efficiently their features, we have exploited the Krawtchouk invariant 

moments.   
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1.   Introduction 

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) has been undoubtedly a subject of extensive 

research for more than five decades due to its various applications in several areas such as 

archiving documents, automatic verification of bank checks and postal processing, etc.  

In fact, there are many studies and researches have been done towards the recognition 

of Arabic, Latin characters and numerals by using invariant moments[1-6], hidden 

Markov model [7-9], Kohonen network [10-13] or K nearest neighbours [14-16]. In this 

context, we have interested in this research to perform for printed multi-oriented, multi-

scaled and noisy Greek characters a comparison in terms of precision, rapidity and 

stability between several classifiers which are Hidden Models Markov (HMM) [17], 

Kohonen network (Self-Organizing Maps (SOM)) [18] then each one of them is 

combined with K Nearest Neighbours (KNN) classifier in their tree different versions 

which are majority voting, weighted distances [19] and fuzzy [20-21]. For this goal, in 

order to carry out this comparison, we have used for pre-processing each character image 

the median filter and the thresholding technique, afterwards we have employed for 

extracting their features, the Krawtchouk Invariant Moment (KIM) [22].   

Moreover, this paper is formed by seven sections which the first one presents an 

introduction, the second contains the methodology opted in order to realize the desired 

recognition systems. Features extraction is explained in fourth section. Recognition phase 

includes learning and classification is presented in fifth section, then experimental results 

are discussed in sixth Section. Finally, in seventh section the paper is ended by a 

conclusion.   
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2. The Methodology 

The recognition systems that we have used are presented as follows: 

 

 

                           Input character 

 

 

                           Pre-processing 

                 (Median filter-Thresholding) 

 

 

Features extraction 

                                  (KIM) 

 

 

                             Recognition 

   (HMM – SOM - HMM+KNN - SOM +KNN) 

 

 

Output character 

 

Figure 1. The Proposed Recognition Systems 

3.  Pre-processing 

Pre-processing is the first phase in each OCR system, it is used for removing noise and 

needless information presented in character image in reason to render its quality in a best 

shape which will enable accordingly to facilitate the extraction of their features or 

primitives in an efficient manner. For this aim we have adopted both techniques of pre-

processing which are the median filter used to filtrate each character image then the 

thresholding exploited to convert it to a binary form that is to say contains nothing that 

black and white colors according to a fixed threshold previously. 

 

 
           Original image       Filtered image     Binarized image     

Figure 2. Different Techniques Used in Pre-processing Phase 

4. Features Extraction 

    Features extraction is undoubtedly considered as the most important operation in each 

OCR; furthermore the desired aim of this step is to achieve a conversion of each character 

image which is presented firstly as a matrix to a vector and carry out a great 

discrimination between different classes of characters for rendering its recognition easier. 

In this framework, we have used the Krawtchouk invariant moment which is a very 

powerful tool used for extracting efficiently significant features from characters. 
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4.1    The Krawtchouk Moment 

  
4.1.1 The Krawtchouk Polynomial: The Krawtchouk polynomial of order n is given 

by:   

                                   Kn(x, p, N) = ∑ ak,n,pxk

N

k=0

= F1 (−n, −x; −N;
1

p
)2

                               (1) 

x, n = 0,1,2 … . M, N > 0, p ∈ [0,1] 
                             

2F1 is the hyper geometric function defined as:                            

F1(a, b; c; x)2
 = ∑

(a)k(b)k

(c)k

xk

k!

∝
k=0   (2)

  

And (a)k 
is the Pochhammer symbol (called also rising factorial) defined by:

                                                        

                                   

(a)k = a(a + 1) … (a + k − 1) =
Г(a+k)

Г(a)
              (3)                                        

 The Γ function is defined by: 

                                         

Г(x) = ∫ tx−1e−tdt
∝

0
                       (4)                                                                     

                                        
∀ n ∈ N   ,   Г(n + 1) = n!              (5) 

 

    The set of (N+1) Krawtchouk polynomial {Kn (x; p, N)} forms a complete set of 

discrete basis functions with the weight function: 

                                          
w(x, p, N) = (N

x
)px(1 − p)N−x

                (6)                                  
 

And satisfies the orthogonally condition:  

                           

 

∑ w(x, p, N)N
x=0 Kn(x, p, N)Km(x, p, N) = (N

x
)px(1 − p)N−x             (7) 

                                                                                              
m, n = 0, 1, … . , N 

ρ(n; p, N) is the squared norm defined by:  

                                          

ρ(n, p, N) = (−1)n(
1−p

p
)n n!

(−N)n
                        (8)                   

And δnm 
is the Kronecker symbol defined by: 

                                                     
      δnm = {

1    if         n = m
0        elsewhere

                           (9)                       

 

4.1.2    The Krawtchouk Moment: The Krawtchouk moment have the interesting 

property of being able to efficiently extract local features of an image this moment of 

order of (n+m ) of an image f(x, y) is given by:  

 

 
                                         Qnm

= ∑ ∑ Kn
̅̅ ̅̅ (x, p1, N − 1)Km

̅̅ ̅̅ (y, p2, M − 1)f(x, y)                                    (10)

M−1

y=0

n−1

x=0

 

    The NxM is the number of pixels of an image f(x, y).The set of weighted Krawtchouk 

polynomials is:  

Kn
̅̅̅̅ (x, p, N) = Kn

̅̅̅̅ (x, p, N)√
w(x,p,N)

ρ(x,p,N)
                         (11) 

 

4.1.3     The Krawtchouk Invariant Moment 

        The geometric moment of an image f(x, y) is given by:  
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                                   Mnm = ∑ ∑ xnymf(x, y)N−1
y=1

M−1
x=0                                                 (12) 

                                                            
   The standard set of the geometric invariant moments that are independent to rotation, 

scaling, translation is:  

Vnm=M00
−y

∑ ∑ [(x − x̅)

M−1

y=0

N−1

x−1

cos θ + (y − y̅) sin θ]n[(y − y̅) cos θ (x − x̅)sin θ]m f(x, y)    (13) 

γ =
p+q

2
 +1, 

  
x̅ =

M10
M00

     ,     y̅ =
M01
M00

     

θ =
1

2
arctang

2μ!1

μ20−μ01
            (14) 

 

And  μnm 
is the central moment defined by : 

                                     μnm = ∑ ∑ (x − x̅)n(y − y̅)m

M−1

y=0

f(x, y)                                             (15)

N−1

x=0

 

 

Finally the Krawtchouk invariant moment is given by: 

                                       

 

                                               Ω̃nm  = Ωnm ∑ ∑ ai,n,p1

m

j=0

n

i=0

aj,m,p2
Ṽij                                         (16)

 

                                         Ωnm = [ρ(n, p1, N − 1). ρ(m, p2, M − 1)]
−1

2⁄
                    (17)    

              

                             Ṽij = ∑ ∑ (
i

p
) (

j

q
) (

N2

2
)

p+q
2

+1

(
N

2
)

i+j−p−q
j

q=0

i

p=0

Vpq                                 (18) 

     

(x
y
) =

x!

y!(x−y)!
                            (19) 

 

  The coefficients ai,n,p 
are determined in equation (1).      

 

5. Recognition  

 
5.1    Simple Classifiers  

 

5.1.1 The Hidden Markov Model 

HMM is been proven as a one of the most powerful tools in pattern recognition. In fact, 

this probabilistic model offers really many important properties for modeling characters 

or words. Among these properties is the existence of efficient algorithms allowing to 

automatically learn the models without any need of labeling pre-segmented data.  

The HMM is based on a doubly stochastic processes whose the first of them is hidden, 

while the second is observable. The transition of the process from the actual state to the 

next is based on this underlying process. The observable outputs or the observations are 

generated by other stochastic process which is given by a set of probabilities. 

The HMM with a discrete observation symbol is defined by λ = (A,B, π), where A is 

the matrix of the probabilities of transitions, B is the matrix of the probabilities of 

observations, and π is the vector probability of initial states, where:   

 

N is the number of states  s1 , s2 .......sN . 

T is the number of observations.   

qt is the state of the process at the time t ,     qt = { s1,  s2 … …  sN}. 
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ot is the observation at the time t ,   ot = { v1,  v2 … …  vM}.  
M is the size of observations  v1 , v2 .......vM  . 

 

And:  

                                                       A = {aij = Prob(sj/ si)}                                  (20)  

                                                                  ∑ aij = 1                                                             (21)

N

j=1

 

 

                                                       π = { π i= Prob(si)}                                       (22) 

                                                                      ∑ πi

N

i=1

= 1                                                                 (23) 

 

                                            B = {bj (k)= Prob(ot=𝐯k / ot=𝐬j )}                             (24) 

 

                                                                    ∑ bj(k)

M

k=1

= 1                                                             (25) 

                                                    
 

 

Figure 3. Example of Hidden Markov Model  

     The HMM with a continuous observation symbol is defined by λ = (A, B, σi, μi) where 

μi and σi are respectively the mean and the standard deviation associated to a state i of the 

Gaussian function that is used to generate the probability of observation: 

          bi(υk) = P(Ot = υk|qt = i) =
1

(2)
1
2  σi

e
(Ot−μi)2

2σi
2

                        (26) 

In learning phase, each character image that is converted to a vector in the features 

extraction phase by KIM; this vector is used as an observation vector of an initial own 

HMM of this character in order to determine the probability that generated this 

observation. Then this model is trained for maximizing as much as possible this 

probability by using the Baum-Welch algorithm. Afterwards, all these trained models 

(optimal models) of all characters are saved for forming a learning base.     

     In the classification phase, an unknown character (test character) is presented as a 

vector of observation, and then the probability generated by this observation is calculated 

by all the optimal models already recorded in the learning base by the forward algorithm. 

The recognition will be finally given to the class of character which presented the highest 

probability.  
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5.1.2   The Kohonen Network 

The Kohonen network is composed of two layers; the first one has I nodes that are the 

input of network, the second has J nodes that are its output. These layers are connected by 

IxJ coefficients called weights W. 

The topological maps of Kohonen (self-organizing maps) weighed a special structuring 

to its neurons (nodes).This structure binds the neurons and have forced them to respect a 

certain topology during the learning phase .Thus the near data in the input space have an 

very closest representations in topological Kohonen map. 

 

 

Figure 4. The Kohonen Network (Self-Organizing Maps) 

The learning algorithm of  SMO contains the following steps: 

• Initialize the weights randomly: Wj
0    

: j ∈ [1 , J]. 

• Presentation of vector (character) X = (x1, x2…....xT)
t
 in input to the current iteration n 

and calculating its distance from each of the vectors Wj
n    

: j ∈ [1 , J].  

• Selection of winner neuron  j
*
 that is nearest to the input X by computing the distances:  

                                                    dj
2 = ∑(xi(t) − wij(t))2

I

i=1

                                                  (27)
 

• Update he weights  Wj
n

 .
  

    The result obtained W
*

 
after the training (learning) phase is a memory containing a set 

of an optimal weight vectors that are very nearest to each input vector  X = (x1, 

x2…....xT)
t
.  

    Concerning the classification phase, the Euclidean distance is calculated between the 

test character and each one of optimal weight vectors. The recognition will be attributed 

to label of neuron which its weight vector is nearby to test character.    

  

5.1.3  The k Nearest Neighbors 

 

5.1.3.1 The Majority Voting k Nearest Neighbors 

K-Nearest-Neighbors (KNN) is an efficient method used in classification problems 

without any need of learning. It works by calculating the distances between an unknown 

vector (character of test) and a set of vectors (characters of learning base) whose each of 

them its class is known. A K-nearest-neighbor classifier takes into account only the K 

nearest prototypes to the unknown character, and the majority of class values of the K 
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neighbors determine the decision. In the K-nearest neighbor classification, the unknown 

character is assigned to the class which is most represented, for example the figure 5 

shows that the class of unknown vector is the class 2. In this context, it must be noted that 

the importance of choosing of the number K is indisputable.    

 

   

Figure 5. The Majority Voting KNN (K=6). 

5.1.3.2 The Weighted Distances k Nearest Neighbors    

First of all, x1 is the first nearest neighbor and xk is the farthest neighbor of unknown 

vector X, the idea of this approach is to assign a weight to each of all nearest neighbors 

defined by: 

 

Wi = {
d(X,xk)−d(X,xi)

d(X,xk)−d(X,x1)
       if      d(X, xk) ≠ d(X, x1)

1                        elsewhere
   (28) 

 

Namely that the distance Wi ∈ [0 1], more exactly, it takes the value 1 for the first nearest 

neighbors and the value 0 for the farthest neighbor. Whereas after having calculated all 

the weight Wi, the rule the K-nearest neighbors with weighted distances assigns the 

unknown character to the class for where in the sum of weighted distances to its 

representatives in the K-nearest neighbors which presents the greatest value.  

 

5.1.3.3 The Fuzzy K Nearest Neighbors   

This method is based on fuzzy logic which consists of calculating all the membership 

functions µ i(X) of an unknown vector X to each of classes C1, C2 ...... Cn while using the 

following formula:  

                          ∑ ui = 1                                                   𝑛
𝑙=1 (29) 

Where: 

j is the est le j
th
 nearest neighbors of  X. 

k is the total number of all nearest neighbors.   

m is a fuzzy parameter.   

µ ij is a degree of membership of nearest neighbor to a class Ci which is given by:     

     uij = {
0,51 + 0,49 (

nj

K
)     if      j = 1

  0,49 (
nj

K
)                 if     j ≠ 1

   (30) 

Where:  
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                                                                  ∑ uij = 1                                                                  (31)  

k

j=1

 

 

                                               uj(x) =
∑ uij

k
j=1 [d(x, xj)}

2
1−m

∑ [d(x, xj)}
2

1−mk
j=1

                                                   (32) 

 

The value nj designates the number of neighbors in the class Cj. 

While the recognition of the unknown vector X is assigned to the class that presents the 

greatest value of μi (X). 

 

5.2   Hybrid Classifiers 

 

5.2.1   Hidden Model Markov + k Nearest Neighbors  

The idea of this classifier consists to carry out the learning phase by HMM while the 

classification is will be performed by virtue of KNN. More exactly after having trained 

each Markovian initial model of every character by the Baum-Welch algorithm for 

maximizing the likelihood probability that generates the observation modeling this 

character, all these trained models (optimal models) as well as all likelihood probabilities 

must stocked for forming a learning base. Afterwards, the classification of each unknown 

characters will be performed by KNN classifier with their tree different versions which 

are majority voting, weighted distances and fuzzy.    

 

5.2.2    Self-organizing Maps + K Nearest Neighbors  

We follow the same procedure as that of first hybrid classifier, that is to say the 

learning is performed by SOM while the classification will be carry out by KNN also with 

their tree different versions.   

 

6.  Experiments and Results 

Firstly, we present an image of some printed multi-oriented, multi-scaled and noisy 

Greek characters. 

 

 

Figure 6. Example of Greek Characters of Test 

    In fact, the desired goal in this study is to compare between the performances in terms 

of precision, rapidity and stability of the following classifiers: 
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  Hidden Model Markov (HMM). 

  The Kohonen network or Self-Organizing Maps (SOM). 

  Hidden Model Markov combined with K nearest neighbours (HMM + KNN). 

  Self-Organizing Maps combined with K nearest neighbours (SOM + KNN). 

 

    We note that in this framework that each K nearest neighbours classifier is used in their 

tree different versions which are majority voting (MKNN), weighted distances (WKNN) 

and Fuzzy (FKNN). For this finality, we have chosen the following data’s: 

 

 Each numeral image has a size equal to 50x50 pixels.  

 The number of all images of learning and of test that we have used is equal to 5000 

images. 

 The parameters of Krawtchouk moment are equal to p=0.85 and q=0.70. 

 The fuzzy parameter m is equal to 2.    

 After several tries, we have chosen the number K of nearest neighbors equal to 10. 

 

    Therefore, firstly we present a test Greek character in different situations: translated, 

rotated or resized and not noisy, then we add increasingly a quantity of noise of type 

‘Gaussian’ just for knowing its effect on the rate recognition of each character and to 

global rate also. The values of the standard deviation values σ of Gaussian noise are [0, 

0.01, 0.02……. 0.29, 0.30] while its mean value is fixed to μ = 0.05.  

    Hence, we grouped the values that we have obtained of the recognition rate τc of each 

character (C) for each classifier (given in %) and the global time of execution tg (of all 

characters) (given in second s) :   

Table 1. The Recognition Rate τc and Global Time of Execution tg for Each 
Classifier 

 

    C 
τc(HM

M) 

Forward 

       τc(HMM + KNN) τc(SOM

) 

         τc(SOM + KNN) 

MKNN  WKNN FKNN   MKNN WKNN FKNN 

 

   α   65.20  70.25   71.34  75.25   72.34   74.20   75.34   79.55 

   β   79.34  84.50   85.00  87.34   85.55   90.32   91.32   93.50 

   γ   69.55  72.87   72.15  75.17   61.40   64.52   65.25   70.44 

   δ   84.25  88.75   85.53  87.20   85.60   87.10   86.45   87.80 

   ε   76.80  78.67   79.55  81.67   81.15   83.87   84.67   86.35 

   ζ   74.22  75.00   77.42  79.85   75.00   77.42   78.50   81.55 

   η   60.00  62.80   63.20  65.34   63.75   67.74   70.15   74.12 

   θ   63.67  67.74   64.88  68.85   68.22   70.97   71.75   76.34 

   ι   75.55  77.34   75.25  78.20   71.25   74.20   75.70   77.80 

   κ   80.15  84.85   81.34  83.58   88.74   93.55   92.44   94.85 

   λ   74.87  75.25   74.35  78.95   78.24   80.65   81.45   83.67 

   μ   80.20  81.45   80.23  82.34   88.34   90.32   91.40   92.55 

   ν   70.65  74.20   75.45  78.55   74.67   77.42   78.55   81.75 

   ξ   85.00  90.00   91.34  92.67   90.55   93.55   91.00   92.83 

   ο   60.25  61.85   62.87  64.45   61.25   64.52   65.75   70.50 

   π   58.95  62.34   64.34  67.50   63.00   67.74   69.42   72.45 

   ρ   79.58  84.75   85.25  87.55   88.45   90.32   90.15   91.20 
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   σ   83.00  86.47   88.67  90.15   91.25   93.55   94.00   94.34 

   τ   75.55  78.50   79.15  82.30   85.45   87.10   88.27   90.87 

   υ   77.34  79.65   81.34  83.34   78.00   83.87   84.34   85.25 

   φ   63.45  67.55   68.67  71.45   67.34   70.97   72.67   73.40 

   χ   57.75  61.78   63.55  67.58   60.67   64.52   67.05   70.67 

   ψ   70.00  75.55   77.25  81.55   78.50   83.87   85.67   87.20 

   ω   67.83  70.20   71.85  75.85   70.55   74.20   75.34   78.15 

 

   tg 
 

 565.25 

 

623.81 

 

 633.95 

 

640.12 

 

 508.24 

 

 553.88 

 

 566.36 

 

 572.20 

 

 

    The graphical representation of recognition rate of each character τc is presented as 

follow:  

 

 

Figure 7. The Graphical Representation of Recognition Rate τc of Each 
Character for Each Classifier 

Moreover, the global time of execution tg for each classifier is presented graphically in 

the figure bellow:  
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Figure 8. The Graphical Representation of Global Time of Execution τg 
for Each Classifier 

We presented also the evolution of the global rate of recognition (of all characters) τg 

(given in %) depending to noise added to each character for each classifier in the 

following table :   

Table 2. The Global Recognition Rate τg Depending to Noise Added to Each 
Character for Each Classifier 

 

 

 

Noise 

      τg 
 (HMM) 

Forward 

        τg (HMM + KNN) 

 

     τg 
 (SOM) 

      τg (SOM + KNN) 

 

 MKNN 

 

 

WKNN 

 

FKNN 

 

MKNN 

 

WKNN 

 

FKNN 

  0.00    100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 

  0.01    100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 

  0.02    100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 

  0.03    100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 

  0.04    100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 

  0.05    100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 

  0.06    100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 

  0.07    100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 

  0.08    100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 

  0.09    100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 

  0.10    100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 

  0.11    100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 

  0.12    100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 

  0.13    100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 

  0.14    100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 

  0.15    100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 

  0.16    100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 

  0.17    96.34   100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 

  0.18    91.55   100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0 

  0.19    88.20   95.34   100.0   100.0   94.55  100.0  100.0  100.0 
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  0.20    84.67   90.55   100.0   100.0   89.34  100.0  100.0  100.0 

  0.21    79.75   83.34   91.67   100.0   83.20  87.50  100.0  100.0 

  0.22    75.00   80.20   85.25   100.0   78.45  83.34  91.55  100.0 

  0.23    68.85   71.67   76.80   94.35   70.48  75.00  81.40  100.0 

  0.24    54.00   58.50   62.45   90.15   58.65  62.50  75.34  95.67 

  0.25    49.25   53.75   58.70   84.67   54.67  58.34  65.85  87.55 

  0.26    45.34   50.45   55.34   75.55   50.30  54.18  60.20  78.40 

  0.27    30.00   35.78   40.67   63.34   35.68  41.68  50.67  69.34 

  0.28    25.60   30.80   37.85   55.20   30.15  33.34  40.75  60.75 

  0.29    10.85   15.67   20.35   45.20   15.25  20.84  30.80  54.95 

  0.30    04.60   07.25   10.70   25.85   07.60  10.00  15.67  30.74 

 

The graphical representation associated to table above is presented in the figure bellow:   

 

Figure 9. The Graphical Representation of Global Recognition Rate τg 
Depending on Added Noise for Each Classifier 

Analysis and comments:   
 

    Firstly, in order to better comparing between all these classifiers, we interests to the 

performances in terms of the precision, the rapidity and the stability, knowing that in this 

context: 

 

 The precision means to recognizing correctly a certain character translated, rotated or 

resized but not noisy.    

 The rapidity means to recognize in a short time a certain character.   

 The stability means to recognizing a certain character correctly but with presence of 

noise.    

 

Therefore, taking into account all these obtained results, we have concluded that: 

 

 Precision: in the absence of noise, each classifier is very precise (recognition rates 

are equal to almost 100 %.).  

 Rapidity: the fastest classifier is the Kohonen network followed by HMM with 

Forward followed by KN+MKNN then KN+WKNN then KN+FKNN then 

HMM+MKNN then HMM+WKNN followed finally by HMM+FKNN.  
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 Stability: the KN+FKNN is the most stable classifier followed by KN+WKNN 

then KN+MKNN then HMM+ FKNN then HMM+WKNN then HMM+MKNN 

finally followed by Forward HMM. 

 For each classifier the global recognition rate τg is a decreasing function 

according to noise added to each character. We speak in this time around of an 

enforced falling of stability of each recognition system. For better to fix this idea, 

we denote:          

 For n=0 (there will be no noise (each character is multi-oriented and multi-scaled 

but not noisy)):  

∆P =  τg,c1 −  τg,c2                        (33)
 

The difference of precision between a classifier C1   and an another classifier C2.  
For  n > 0 :

 

∆S(n) =  τg,c 1(n) −  τg,c 2(n)  (34)
 

The difference of stability between a classifier C1   and a classifier C2   for a value noise n. 

Therefore: 

 If ΔS (n) > 0
 
we will have a gain of stability, in this case ΔS (n)

 
is called the rate 

of growth of stability.   

 If ΔS (n) < 0
 
we will have a losing of stability, in this case ΔS (n) is called the 

rate of decay of stability. 

∆R(n) =  tg,c 1(n) − tg,c 2(n)   (35)
 

 The difference of rapidity between a classifier C1 and a classifier C2 for a value 

noise n. Therefore:  

 If ΔR (n) > 0 we will have a advancement of rapidity. In this case ΔR (n)
 
is called 

the rate of decay of rapidity. 

 If ΔR (n) < 0
 
we will have a delay of rapidity. In this case ΔR (n) is called the rate 

of growth of rapidity (smaller time of execution).   

 

    We summarize the values of difference of stability and its associated difference of 

rapidity between the hybrid classifier SOM+FKNN and each one of the following hybrid 

classifiers HMM+MVKNN, HMM+WDKNN and HMM+FKNN in the table below:    

Table 2. The Different Values of Precision and Rapidity between Several 
Classifiers 

Noise 

 

   0.00    0.20    0.25    0.30 

 

  (SOM+FKNN) ; (HMM+MKNN) 

 

  ΔS   00.00   09.45   33.80  23.49 

  ΔR  -88.45 -87.26  -85.41 -51.61 

 

  (SOM+FKNN) ; (HMM+WKNN) 

 

  ΔS   00.00   00.00   28.85  20.04 

  ΔR  -78.55  -77.63  -75.81 -61.75 

 

   (SOM+FKNN) ; (HMM+FKNN) 

 

  ΔS   00.00   00.00   02.88  04.89 

  ΔR  -71.12 -70.56  -69.34 -67.88 

 

Analysis and comments:  

Considering the results obtained in table above, we conclude that for example into the 

interval of noise [0   0.30]:  
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 When we substitute HMM+MKNN by SOM+FKNN, we will have in the same 

time a gain of stability equal to 23.49 % and a gain of rapidity equal to 51.61 

seconds.  

 When we substitute HMM+WKNN by SOM+FKNN, we will have in the same 

time a gain of stability equal 20.04 % and a gain of rapidity equal to 61.75 

seconds.   

 

7. Conclusion   

This paper presents an approach investigating the application of several classifiers 

which are the hidden Markov model and the Kohonen network, then each one of them is 

combined with K nearest neighbors with their tree different versions which are the 

majority voting, the weighted distances and fuzzy for recognition of printed multi-

oriented, multi-scaled and noisy Greek characters. In fact the aim of this study is to 

compare between the performances in regards to the precision, the rapidity and the 

stability of all these classifiers. For this purpose we have used for pre-processing each 

character image the median filter and the thresholding technique while in order to extract 

efficiently their features we have employed the Krawtchouk invariant moment. The 

simulation result that we obtained provides that the hybridization between the Kohonen 

network and the K nearest neighbors is more performing than that between this last 

classifier and the hidden Markov model.  
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